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Since the publication of their longtime predecessor The Atlas of Protein Sequences and Structures in 1965 by Margaret

Dayhoff, scientific databases have become a key factor in the organization of modern science. All the information and

knowledge described in the novel scientific literature is translated into entries in many different scientific databases,

making it possible to obtain very accurate information on a biological entity like genes or proteins without having to

manually review the literature on it. However, even for the databases with the finest annotation procedures, errors or

unclear parts sometimes appear in the publicly released version and influence the research of unaware scientists using

them. The researcher that finds an error in a database is often left in a uncertain state, and often abandons the effort of

reporting it because of a lack of a standard procedure to do so. In the present work, we propose that the simple adoption

of a public error tracker application, as in many open software projects, could improve the quality of the annotations in

many databases and encourage feedback from the scientific community on the data annotated publicly. In order to

illustrate the situation, we describe a series of errors that we found and helped solve on the genes of a very well-known

pathway in various biomedically relevant databases. We would like to show that, even if a majority of the most important

scientific databases have procedures for reporting errors, these are usually not publicly visible, making the process of

reporting errors time consuming and not useful. Also, the effort made by the user that reports the error often goes

unacknowledged, putting him in a discouraging position.

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Introduction

An issue tracker software, known more informally as a bug

tracker, is an application designed to keep track of all the

problems and errors related to a software project or ser-

vice. Compared to a simple mailing list, this software allows

a finer organization on the discussions relative to each

single detail to implement and error to solve, facilitating

the development of the software.

In most open source projects, issue trackers are also the

place where users and testers can contact the developers

to suggest feature improvements. All the information on a

report is generally shown publicly, informing other users of

any inconvenience they may encounter and with the advan-

tage that the discussion on how to solve a problem or

improve a component is open.

Moreover, error tracker software can also be used as a

way to determine the health and the status of the devel-

opment of a software package, and to discern between

projects that are actually discontinued from those that

are active. If the error reporting application of a software

contains a lot of reports and feature requests, it means that

the software is used by an active community, the develop-

ers are facilitated in finding funding to maintain it active

and in general the project is more likely to remain active in
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the long term. If the authors answer to bug reports and

questions quickly, it means that the development is active

and the code is likely to be of better quality.

Most of the problems faced by open software projects

and that are solved by the use of a public bug tracker affect

biomedically relevant databases as well. The data anno-

tated in a scientific database can contain errors that may

be spotted and reported by users, as well as unclear

annotations.

Finally, the proliferation of scientific databases in the

recent years has led to the accumulation of abandoned or

discontinued resources (1, 2); and the introduction and

usage of an error tracker would be a useful indicator to

distinguish between abandoned databases from active

ones.

Databases and research

Scientific databases form an essential part of the modern

scientific community. The first example of database was the

Atlas of Protein Sequences and Structures by Margaret

Dayhoff, almost 50 years ago. Nowadays, the knowledge

described in the scientific literature is reorganized by data-

bases like UniProt (3–5), GenBank (6), KEGG (7–9) or

Reactome (10, 11), and many others described yearly by

the Nucleic Acid Research Database Issues (12, 13). The ser-

vice made by a scientific database is to transform the infor-

mation discovered in the scientific literature into a

biological entity (a gene, protein, pathway, molecule), in

order to facilitate access. While reading the literature is

always an important task for a researcher, many large-scale

studies on genomes and organisms would not be possible

without a quicker way to access to all the information on

each entity of the study. For example, it would be a

time-consuming task to manually read all the literature

on each protein in the human species in order to carry

out an analysis of the complete human proteome.

However, given the complexity of the process of anno-

tating information related to a biological entity, a percent-

age of erroneous, outdated or unclear data are expected

even in the databases with the best annotation practices.

Cases of errors in the annotations have been reported pre-

viously in the literature (14–19). Even if most databases

follow rigorous procedures for annotating data, and

often collaborate to experts in a field for manual annota-

tion or review, a scientist with a deep knowledge of his

field of specialization is in a better position to find errors

or discrepancies in the information annotated by other

people. Moreover, even for the cases where the annotation

is made with the help of an expert, the data can become

outdated or unclear over time.

Currently, most scientific databases already have a well-

defined procedure to communicate with users, but it is gen-

erally based on private mails or personal communications.

In our opinion, this procedure has a series of disadvantages,

mostly related to the fact that they are not transparent. In

thisarticle, we will show some examples on reporting errors

in scientific databases related to the genes of the N-glyco-

sylation pathway, with the double scope of showing that

errors or unclear annotations may be present in any data-

base, and that private communications fail to acknowledge

the effort made by the user reporting the error, making the

whole process more complex and time consuming than

necessary.

We present here a testable hypothesis of the possible

advantages of using an issue tracker to report errors in bio-

logical databases. This work is based on our experience

reporting errors to many biological databases and do not

relay on research data showing the effectiveness of the use

of issue tracker for this kind of databases. The goal of this

article is to promote the discussion about the importance

of reporting errors and the tools available for it and to lay

the ground for testing the usefulness of issue tracker for

biological databases.

Disclaimer

By the date of publication, the errors and missing data

described in this report have already been notified to the

corresponding maintainers, and in most of the cases have

already been fixed. A table with links to all the bug reports

opened during the writing of this article is available in a

Supplementary Data. We would like to state that the cases

and examples described in this work should not be used for

any interpretation on the quality of the annotation in the

databases studied. The cases described here are provided

only as examples of errors that can be found in a scientific

database, in order to illustrate the process of reporting such

incongruences to the correspondent maintainers.

Materials and methods

The pathway studied—biosynthesis of the N-glycan
precursor pathway

N-glycosylation is one of the most important forms of pro-

tein post-translational modification. A search in the current

Uniprot database shows that almost half of the transmem-

brane proteins known to date are potentially N-glycosy-

lated, and an earlier work showed the same percentage

in all the known proteins (20). N-glycosylation is import-

ant in order to achieve proper folding for most of the

proteins in the secretory pathway, making this pathway

very important for the fitness of unicellular and multicel-

lular eukaryotes; moreover, knowledge of the steps

involved in N-glycosylation is also important in the pharma-

ceutical industry and for the biotechnological production

of drugs (21).

In short, the pathway of N-glycosylation is a good model

to study the status of its annotation in existing databases
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because it is well described in the literature, and most of

the reactions described have not seen major revision in

recent years. In this work, we have taken into consideration

only the first step in the pathway of N-glycosylation, the

synthesis of the common N-glycan precursor, since it is the

most documented part. This part of the pathway consti-

tutes one of the first biological processes to have been

defined at the gene level, described in some reviews as

early as the 1980s (22–24). This pathway is also well

described in the book Essentials of Glycobiology (25),

which has kept a complete annotation on this pathway

for many years and which is also indexed in different data-

bases. Thus, the structure of this part of the pathway is well

established and the components and genes involved are

known.

Databases studied

The databases described in the present work represent

sample of the resources that would be used to study a

pathway or a set of genes (Supplementary Table S1).

Gene Ontology is widely used to study the function, local-

ization and involvement in biological processes of a set of

genes of interest. Uniprot is a useful resource for annota-

tions on protein entities. String is a database of electronic-

ally inferred protein–protein interactions. Kegg-pathways

and Reactome contain manually annotated pathways of

processes of biological interest.

Results

We present the errors that we found in some databases

during the curation of the N-linked glycosylation path-

way and we will describe the process necessary to report

them. Details of the error reports submitted and errors

found for each database are listed in the Supplementary

Tables S2–S4.

KEGG pathways

Kegg Pathways (79) (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and

Genomes, http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html) is a

well-known database for pathways with high-quality anno-

tations. The pathway for N-glycan precursor biosynthesis

was annotated inside the entry hsa:00510. While the anno-

tation was good and clean, the figure on the Kegg web

page contained some simplifications and did not corres-

pond exactly to the entry in the database (Supplementary

Figure S1). For example, the output of the reaction cata-

lyzed by the DPM complex, Dolychyl-P-Mannose, is used as

substrate by the genes ALG3, ALG9 and ALG12, while the

entry in Kegg implies that it is used only by ALG3. Similarly,

it is not shown that the GANAB genes actually catalyze two

consecutive reactions, while the intermediate of these two

is involved in a very important and complex mechanism

called the Calnexin/Calreticulin cycle. In certain cases, an

edge between two nodes represented a single reaction,

while in others an edge corresponded to multiple ones. In

brief, the figure representing the pathway on KEGG pre-

sented some simplifications which would be very difficult to

spot for a user without good knowledge of the pathway of

N-glycosylation. Apart from this inconvenience, the Kegg’s

user support center is very keen at answering any doubt,

and answers are given quickly.

Reactome

Reactome (10, 11) (http://www.reactome.org) is an open

source database for manually curated pathways, known

for being especially open to submissions by users and for

having a peer-review system for accepting new entries. In

our case, we discovered that the N-glycan precursor synthe-

sis pathway was only annotated for a small portion in

Reactome and we proposed to the maintainers to submit

a new entry.

The process for proposing a new pathway entry in

Reactome is well defined and is assisted by a maintainer,

who can explain the procedure and can respond to doubts.

All the annotations submitted must be justified by an art-

icle showing evidence for the reaction and the data must

receive the approval of a reviewer before it may be pub-

lished to Reactome. In the final version released in the

Reactome web site, every reaction of every pathway is pro-

vided with a button to a link where it is possible to send

feedback and comments. Unfortunately, the discussion is

not public, and is it not possible to see if a pathway or a

reaction received comments.

GeneOntology

The Gene Ontology project (26) (http://www.geneontology

.org) is aimed at standardizing the terminology used to

describe genes and gene products in the scientific litera-

ture. Its purpose is to reduce the usage of synonyms and

spelling-errors in the terms used when describing a gene.

Gene Ontology is very well annotated and complete, and

it is one of the most actively maintained resources among

the ones that we used. Their ‘GO Requests’ tracker on

SourceForge (http://www.geneontology.org/GO.requests

.shtml), where proposals for new terms are made, gets at

least three or four new entries every day, all of which are

answered within a few days. As a result of this efficiency,

we were able to propose new terms and to report annota-

tion errors without much delay, and most of the changes

will be included in the next Gene Ontology release.

The biggest discrepancy we found in the Gene Ontology

annotation was the case of the term ‘N-linked glycosyla-

tion’, which was used ambiguously in two different con-

texts. This term was associated both with genes which

participate to the N-linked glycosylation process and with

those which are targets of the N-glycosylation process but

are not responsible for any reaction within it. After
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reporting the case to the GO maintainers, the error was

fixed and explained publicly: 10 erroneously annotated

genes were removed from the term, 33 were kept and

21 more were added (error report: http://sourceforge

.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=2945847&group_

id=36855& atid=605890).

We sent other reports involving suggestions for new

synonyms of a term, addition of associations between

some genes and a term and small refinements. In all cases,

the response was quick, and in our opinion, Gene Ontology

is a good model for handling user reports publicly.

String

String (27) (http://string.embl.de) is a database and a web

application for protein–protein interactions. A complex

algorithm merges the results from different databases

and predictors for protein–protein interactions and calcu-

lates a P-value for each possible interaction. The String web

site provides an interface for these results and allows the

user to navigate through networks of interactions.

String is a good example of a metadata database, where

all the annotations are derived from external sources and

the annotation is inferred electronically. One could argue

that such a database will not need a bug tracker for errors,

as the original data derives from external sources that are

out of the jurisdiction of String’s authors. However, we

think that even in this case it would be useful to have

public reports on errors; as the meta-clustering algorithm

produces many false positives and it is difficult to evaluate

its effectiveness. If users were able to annotate which of

the automatically inferred results are wrong and if these

annotations were publicly visible, then it would be easier to

use this database and the data in it.

To give an example of false positives that could be en-

countered in a metadata database, one of the most striking

discrepancies we found was the case of a gene that was

merged with another with a similar name. The information

on String for ALG2, a gene that participates in N-glycosyla-

tion, was merged with the annotations for PDCD6, a gene

involved in apoptosis and formerly known as ALG-2

(Apoptosis-Linked Gene 2), so that the resulting predicted

interactions were mixed (Supplementary Figure S2). We

discovered that there was no way to report the error to

the String database maintainers or to communicate to the

other users a possible source of errors. Another error was

that of a false negative result, in which an interaction

between the ALG1 and ALG11 genes, which is even

described in the title of an article (28), was not present in

the database. A further point of confusion is the definition

of the term ‘interaction’, which, after looking at the results

of the clustering algorithm, appears to assume different

meanings. As an example, again for the gene ALG2, differ-

ent types of interactions were shown with the same

symbol: metabolic interactions like the one linking ALG2

with ALG1, a potential protein–protein interaction like

ALG2 with ANXA11 and PEF1, and genes simply involved

in the same pathway like the interaction between ALG2

and DPAGT1. In this case, it would be good to have a

public place where one may ask for clarifications from the

authors and where different users may discuss the proper

way to interpret an interaction in String. Figure S2 from

Supplementary Data illustrates the false positives and

negatives that we encountered for the ALG2 entry.

UniProt

The Universal Protein Resource (UniProt, http://www

.uniprot.org) (3–5) is a comprehensive resource for protein

sequence and annotation data, originating in 2002 from

the merge of three different centers for protein annota-

tion. The majority of the sequences in UniProt are derived

from the translation of DNA and RNA sequences deposited

to DDBJ, EBML and GenBank, after a manual curation. It is

one of the best resources for finding annotation on a pro-

tein, since its reviewing process is very well defined.

We found very few annotation errors in UniProt and

those that we found were mostly small corrections that

we made to the generic description of some proteins.

For example, gene ALG9 was described as associated

with a bipolar affective disorders, an association origin-

ally described in ref. (29), but later retracted by the

same author (30) (error report: http://www.uniprot.org/

comment/Q9H6U8). Another point that required clarifica-

tion was the naming of three different genes, MAN1A1,

MAN1A2 and MAN1C1, which in the literature appear dif-

ferently. The UniProt interface allows users to leave com-

ments and send feedback; however, the presence of a

different procedure, one for leaving comments and the

other for reporting errors, is a bit confusing. It is not clear

why reporting an error related to a pathway should be done

on a private communication, and it is not clear which kind

of comments should be submitted as public. In a recent pub-

lication, Uniprot reported that they received only 9 com-

ments on more than 46 million page views (we are

probably the authors of three of the comments cited in

the report). In our opinion, beside the good overall quality

of the data in Uniprot, a possible explanation for this failure

lies in the confusing distinction between comments and

private reports, which is disorienting for the user and in

the lack of acknowledgement for reporting errors.

Discussion

The scientific community can learn from how issues
and errors are dealt in open source communities

Nowadays, many open source software are developed by

communities of programmers who establish a channel of

communication with the users of the software in order to
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decide which features to implement and which are not

needed. The concept of open source software has been

developed by Richard Stallman in the 1970s, but the

approach of developing a software among a community

of programmers, that communicate over mails, usenet

and later Internet, has been greatly innovated by Linus

Torvalds for the development of the Linux kernel (31).

These software projects usually communicate with their

users through mailing lists and bug trackers, the latter

being more appropriate to organize the discussion on

several independent details. We believe that the scientific

community could learn from how open source communities

handle communication between programmers and users.

Although not always reported in the literature, on

the recent years many efforts and discussion have been

carried out about improving the feedback from researchers

to scientific databases. A most recent report surveyed

50 researchers who had previously published papers

characterizing genes and proteins, to ask them whether

they would be interested in providing contributions to

databases (32). Other results have been published in the

GMOD Annotation Satellite Conference (33), where,

among other issues, the lack of recognition for contributing

to a public resource has been discussed. However, rarely has

the discussion on Open Annotation has been directed

toward the adoption of a tracker applications, which is a

system that is already adopted with success by the open

source community and that will be easy to implement

even in databases that do not embrace Open Annotation

practices.

A comparison of different issue-tracking systems can be

found in the corresponding Wikipedia page (http://en.wiki-

pedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_issue-tracking_systems) and

in Ref. (34).

Error reports should be public

The present work shows that even if most of the databases

presented here provide a user interface to report errors,

only in few cases the process of error reporting is public

and accessible to the public.

The annotations on public scientific databases could be

improved with the help of the community of scientists who

use them. However, in order to obtain the best results and

collaboration, the process for reporting errors and propos-

ing features should be as transparent as possible and

should recognize the effort of the contributor.

The lack of a public error tracker in a scientific database

is unfair toward the users wishing to report errors. First, it

makes the process more difficult, because there is no way

to know whether a certain error has already been reported

and not fixed yet. Second, if the process of reporting errors

remains internal to the corresponding database, then the

efforts made by the reporter are not recognized publicly.

Reporting errors is a very time-consuming task and a

researcher may need to justify the time spent on it to the

founders; this is not possible without a publicly accessible

link. For example, a young master or PhD student may wish

to include a link of all reported errors sent in his annual

fellowship report or even in his curriculum vitae. Finally, an

error tracking application, such as a mailing list, represents

a good place where users can propose improvements,

request new features or discuss how to interpret the data

shown.

Besides the issues for people wishing to contribute to

improve the quality of the data, the absence of a public

reporting system is also a problem for the people using

the database. A database may contain errors already iden-

tified by other researchers, but not yet fixed in the actual

data release; public reports will allow people to become

aware of errors that are still in the evaluation phase. This

problem would be especially evident in the case of data-

bases that do not get updated frequently or that have

been abandoned completely. In theory, the data annotated

in databases that are not maintained anymore could

still be of use with the support of a public bug tracker,

where known errors that cannot be fixed because of lack

of maintenance can still be reported.

Finally, we wish to remark that there is more than one

way to interpret the annotations in a scientific database. If

the discussion on how to interpret them is not public, it is

likely that different researchers will interpret the same data

differently. This issue is intrinsic to the problem of annotat-

ing data, and even with a well-specified ontology it is

unavoidable. An effective way for the users to be aware

of a possible alternative interpretation for an annotation

is to have a publicly accessible space, where questions and

doubts are clarified to any possible user of the data.

However, we wish to note that it is not clear what the

response of scientific communities that use biological data-

bases would be if an issue tracker is made available by

Biological databases, Nonetheless, the effectiveness of this

tool should be tested giving the opportunity to users to

take advantage of it.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary data are available at Database Online.
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